Local steroid injection accompanied by ultrasonographic imaging in the treatment of facet syndrome

Faset sendromunun tedavisinde ultrasonografik görüntüleme eşliğinde lokal steroid enjeksiyonu uygulaması
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ABSTRACT

Ultrasonography (USG) is becoming increasingly important in visualizing the musculoskeletal system. It is used as a diagnostic guide and in local injection procedures but is less frequently applied in visualizing deep joints and injections. The purpose of this study is to describe the results of USG-guided facet joint injection in a 19-year-old male patient with low back pain for the preceding year and a preliminary diagnosis of facet syndrome, together with a review of the literature. J Clin Exp Invest 2014; 5 (1): 125-127
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INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonography (USG) is becoming increasingly used in the musculoskeletal system. The main advantages of USG are that it is non-invasive, economical, provides dynamic imaging, is easily routinely performed and facilitates local procedures to the musculoskeletal system [1]. It is used, in the light of American College of Rheumatology (ACR) recommendations, both diagnostically and as a guide in several joints [2]. The most commonly involved joints are the shoulder, knee and hand [3]. The use of USG in the lumbar region is uncommon. Image quality in injections performed with USG to deep joints such as the hip, lumbar region and sacroiliac joints may not always achieve the desired quality. Chronic lower backache is the most important cause of disability below the age of 45 [4-5]. One of the main causes of backache in the young is facet syndrome. This generally develops as a result of inflammation in the joint capsule or increased joint fluid following repetitive microtrauma (such as obesity and extended periods in a sitting posture) or high-energy trauma [6-7]. Local steroid injections are widely used in the treatment of facet syndrome. This procedure is generally performed accompanied by fluoroscopy and computerized tomography.

One contemporary study compared fluoroscopy and USG as guides in steroid injection to the facet joint, and reported similar outcomes from both [9]. USG represents a good alternative in facet joint injections in suitable patients since it involves no radiation risk. The purpose of this report is to describe the results of USG-guided facet joint injection in a young patient with backache for the preceding year.

CASE

A 19-year-old male patient presented to our clinic with backache. He described pain persisting for approximately one year in the lower back and left hip but not extending below the knee. The pain in-
increased when he lay on his back at night and when working during the day. Painkillers produced a marked improvement. The patient had experienced marked restriction in sitting activity due to this pain. At physical examination body mass index was 24 kg/cm². Sensitivity to pressure was present in facet joints L 3-4 and L 4-5. Lower back movements were unimpeded, and more marked pain was present at end of extension. No abnormality was encountered at musculoskeletal system examination or in routine laboratory parameters with associated the etiology of low back pain.

Preliminary diagnosis of facet syndrome was made on the basis of increasing pain with facet joint pressure at extension and straight leg raise test negativity. The patient had a visual analog scale (VAS) of 8 and a modified Oswestry scale of 68. Symptoms did not improve, and local steroid injection accompanied by USG to the facet joint at levels L 3-4 and L4-5 was applied twice at a 3-week interval. During the procedure, with the patient in the prone position, a panoramic image was obtained of the L2-S1 spinous processes. Once the relevant lumbar spinous process had been identified, the probe was turned toward the lateral aspect and the facet joint visualized (Figure 1). An approximately 10-cc combination of 1-2% lidocaine hydrochloride and betamethasone was divided between the two regions. During the period, the patient was not taking any medication and physical therapy programs. Six weeks after the injections a 4-unit decrease in VAS and a 12-point decrease in modified Oswestry score were registered. The patient was given appropriate advice and placed under long-term monitoring.

**DISCUSSION**

Local injections are a good alternative in medical treatment for soft tissue rheumatism. That effectiveness is enhanced if these are accompanied by imaging. USG is a very good guide for local procedures [3]. As described above, we observed a marked improvement in our patient's symptoms, which had persisted for one year, after two injections to the facet joint accompanied by USG.

USG has become an important and popular imaging technique increasingly employed in the musculoskeletal system. USG is used both as an extension of physical examination in patient assessment and as a guide in invasive procedures. USG enables joint injections and aspiration biopsies to be applied to the correct location. The main advantages of USG are that it does not involve exposure to radiation during the procedure and is economical and repeatable, and that images can be obtained in many planes [1]. Disadvantages include the need for experience, problems with the area of application and low image quality in soft tissues. There may also be difficulties associated with the patient’s physical characteristics in imaging of deep structures such as the hip joint and the lumbar and sacroiliac region. Better images may be obtained with a linear probe compared to a concave probe [10].

The prevalence of lower backache is rising together with obesity and a sedentary life style. Sedentary activity together with long-term inappropriate posture leads to soft tissue pathologies in the lower back region. One study reported that chronic backache is the main cause of disability below the age of 45 [5]. Facet syndrome constitutes 5%-15% of the chronic lower backache population, depending on the diagnostic criteria selected [8]. This can rise to 80% in chronic lower back pains [11]. Facet syndrome is characterized by inflammation in the joint capsule or increased joint fluid following repetitive microtrauma (such as obesity and extended periods in a sitting posture) or high-energy trauma [6-7]. Anamnesis and physical examination are mainly used to diagnose facet syndrome, which is particularly characterized by low back pain. Pseudoradiculopathy can spread to the hip, groin and posterior part of the thigh. Sensitivity may be present on palpation of the facet joints. Increased pain with lower back extension is characteristic [5]. Facet syndrome treatment consists of conservative and interventional approaches. Interventional treatment options include injections and radiofrequency therapy [8]. Facet injections are applied for different purposes and in different techniques such as diag-

**Figure 1.** Lateral aspect of facet joint
nastic blocks, intra-articular steroid application, medial branch block and block before radiofrequency [12]. One study that compared radiofrequency and injection recommended injection as the first option, with radiofrequency use if the effect obtained is inadequate or if symptoms recur [13]. This technique is often applied with fluoroscopy and CT guidance.

Ha et al. reported the 6-month results of 105 patients receiving injections to the facet joint. That retrospective study emphasized that there is no risk of radiation in facet joint block with USG, and that it can be preferred as a minimally invasive and simple procedure [14]. Galiano et al. also recommended USG guidance in facet joint injection as easy to perform and involving minimal risk [1].

On one contemporary study, Dong Hwan et al. randomly divided 57 facet syndrome patients into two groups. One group was given facet joint injection with fluoroscopy (n=25) and the other group with USG (n=32). VAS, global assessment and modified Oswestry disability index were used in patient evaluation. A significant improvement in all parameters was determined and the first week and the first and third months. However, no statistically significant difference was determined between the two techniques [9]. Mean BMI in the patients in the USG group in this study was 23.8 kg/cm². This has a positive effect on USG imaging of the facet joint. The fact that our patient was young and had a low BMI also assisted better imaging of the facet joints. Improvement in terms of both pain and function in the first month following the two procedures suggests that this injection technique with USG is effective.

USG is becoming increasingly used in local injections. In terms of increasing awareness of these procedures, identifying suitable patients and determining interventional procedures, well designed prospective studies with larger case numbers and investigating long-term effects are now needed.
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